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ATTACHMENT 2
CO UNCI L RE P O RT O F 2 0 NOV E MBE R 2 0 06: “I NG LE SI DE L AND RE LE AS E ”

SUBJECT: Ingleside Land Release
Meeting:

Urban and Environmental Assets Committee

Date: 20 November 2006

E X E CUTI V E S UMM ARY
PURPOSE OF REPORT
To report on the preparation of a project plan and cost implications associated with the Hon Frank
Sartor MP’s request of Council to undertake preliminary investigations into the release of land for
urban purposes in Ingleside.
BACKGROUND
Council considered a request from the Hon Frank Sartor MP dated 21 August 2006 for Council to
undertake preliminary investigations into the release of land for urban purposes in Ingleside at it’s
meeting of 4 September 2006.
ISSUES
1.0
Background (Historical)
1.1
Background (Recent)
2.0
Context of Ingleside
3.0
Draft Planning Strategy – Ingleside Warriewood urban land release
4.0
Project Plan
5.0
Section 94 Contributions Plan
6.0
Community Consultation
7.0
Representations by Landcom
8.0
Options available
9.0
Risks for Council
10.0 Financial Implications
11.0 Policy Implications
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There area significant financial implications associated with the potential land release project which
are detailed in this report.
POLICY IMPLICATIONS
There are significant policy implications associated with the planning of a new release area.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATION
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Correspondence be sent to the Minister conditionally agreeing to the Ministers request.
That the Minister be advised of the uncertainty of future yields in the Ingleside area.
That the opportunity to partner with Landcom in future preliminary and detailed planning
phases be investigated.
That the Dept of Planning and Landcom be invited to take part in a Scoping Exercise.
That staff prepare a Section 94 Contributions Plan for the Ingleside Release Area
That a working group with the Department of Planning be established.
That funding opportunities be investigated.
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1.0

BACKGROUND (Historical)
In late 1991, the then Minister for Planning announced the inclusion of land at Warriewood
and Ingleside within the State Governments Urban Development Program.
Following this announcement Council undertook the preparation of a draft Planning
Strategy for the Ingleside / Warriewood Release Area. This strategy was the outcome of a
comprehensive suite of environmental and demographic studies together with broad scale
planning processes. The Draft Planning Strategy for the Ingleside / Warriewood Release
Areas was completed and accepted by Council for the purpose of public consultation and
referral to the State Government in May 1995.
In 1995 the then Minister for Planning suspended the Ingleside / Warriewood Land Release
Project, however it was ultimately determined that the release area remained on the
Governments Urban Development Program.
In May 1997 the then Minister for Urban Affairs and Planning, announced a restricted
release of land for urban development within the Warriewood Valley only. Following this
announcement Council endorsed the commencement of the planning process leading
towards the urban development of land in Warriewood Valley.
Significant areas of the Warriewood Valley Land Release are now either completed or in
progress. The current timing for completion of the Warriewood Land Release is 2012.

1.1

BACKGROUND (Recent)
Correspondence was received from the Hon Frank Sartor MP dated 21 August 2006
requesting that Council undertake preliminary investigations into the release of land for
urban purposes in Ingleside. (Refer attachment). This request was considered by Council
by way of a mayoral minute at its meeting of 4 September 2006 where it was resolved as
follows:
1.

That the correspondence date 21 August 2006 from the Hon Frank Sartor
MP be noted.

2.

That staff prepare a project plan that addresses the environmental, economic
and social investigations together with the planning processes necessary to
effect the preliminary investigation as to whether or not land at Ingleside
should be brought forward on the Metropolitan Development Program.
That staff provide a report on the cost implications including the likely costs
associated with the investigations and planning processes associated with
the Minister’s request.

This report seeks to address the request as set out in the Ministers letter through the
provision of a formal response endorsed by Council.
2.0

Context of Ingleside
The Ingleside Land Release Listed on the Metropolitan Development Program (formally
Urban Development Program) and other State Government programs since the 1970’s.
Unlike the Warriewood Release area where the vast majority of land is in private ownership
the Ingleside area consists of extensive areas of land within State Government Ownership.
It is estimated that the extent of this ownership is in the order of one third of the total
release area.
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To this end Council also has property interests in the South Ingleside area (Powderworks
quarry area).
Given this factor it is clear that the Government may have dual interests in terms of the
possible release of land, that is, both the financial realisation of its property assets as well
as a strategic planning outcome in terms of the delivery of urban development associated
with the Governments long term planning strategies for the Sydney Metropolitan area.
Given these factors it is likely that the Government would proceed with investigations into
the release of land in Ingleside and potential release notwithstanding Council’s position
should it decline to participate as requested by the Minister.
Council has previously recognised that the existing planning controls for the Ingleside area
are not an effective long term land use management strategy and require overhauling.
3.0

Draft Planning Strategy – Ingleside Warriewood urban land release
Adopted by Council for the purpose of public exhibition only the document entitled “Draft
Planning Strategy Ingleside Warriewood Urban Land Release” remains the most recent
comprehensive planning document for the release of land in the Ingleside area for urban
purpose.
This document was based on a range of environmental and technical studies
commissioned as a consequence of the state governments announcement of the release of
land in the combined Warriewood / Ingleside areas by the then Minister of Planning in late
1991.
In regard to the release of land in the Ingleside area the document identifies the potential
development of some 4869 dwellings. Whilst based on sound planning practices carried
out on the back of suitably detailed study information available at the time a combination of
factors since the completion of the document now demand a re-investigation into the
current extent (if any) and nature of development capability. This is necessary to ensure an
economically and environmentally sustainable release.
The principle factors can be summarised as follows:
1. Changes in the dynamic of economic viability for the release area including
significant capitalisation of existing land parcels particularly in the northern Ingleside
area, requirements for State Government Infrastructure levies,
2. Changes to legislative requirements (eg. Planning for Bushfire Protection,
endangered species legislation)
3. Changes in community views and standards regarding development and
conservation.
4. Council’s knowledge and experience gained from the successful Warriewood Valley
Land Release.
Further, the numbers contained within the document have never been endorsed or adopted
by Council for the Ingleside areas.
As a consequence of the uncertainty caused by these factors it is appropriate that Council
formally confirm that the current Draft Planning Strategy Document is not endorsed by
Council for the purpose of any formal planning strategy and does not reflect Council’s
expectations or intentions for development of the Ingleside area.
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4.0

Project Plan
The Minister has clearly requested that Council commence “preliminary investigations”. It
is recommended that any agreement to proceed be conditional upon a series of clearly
defined hold points. These hold points would reflect the major stages in the implementation
of a land release.
Stage 1 – Preliminary Scoping Report
The preliminary scoping report should be undertaken by an expert review panel in a
workshop format. The principle outcome of the report will be to broadly define the basic
constraints to development in the proposed release area. This will enable an initial
assessment any fundamental financial impediments to the development in the Ingleside
area.
In this regard it is likely that vast areas of the original area identified for release are no
longer economically or environmentally viable in the format or to the extent identified in the
Draft Planning Strategy document. Examples of such areas can be seen in some of the
heavily capitalised properties particularly north of Mona Vale Road.
The scoping report will identify such constraints and provide recommendations as to the
viability (if any) and format (scope and nature) of the proposed land release. This would
form the basis for further investigations as identified in stage 2 should the release be
pursued.
It is likely that the scoping report will give a clearer picture of the current land capability and
should identify the most environmentally and economically sustainable solution to the future
development of the area. The report may also identify potential phasing of the land release
and may identify areas within the release area that offer an achievable and manageable
development potential.
It is anticipated that this process could be completed within the first quarter of 2007 after
which Council would be able to advise the Minister of its position regarding the carrying out
of preliminary investigations. The cost associated with resourcing this stage could be
managed within Council’s existing budgets.
It is anticipated that a select group of senior experienced staff of Council, the Department of
Planning and Landcom (drawing upon Landcom's commercial experience and knowledge)
together with selected external experts would comprise the panel.
Stage 2 - Preliminary Investigations
Subject to the outcomes of the scoping report and Council’s determination to proceed with
preliminary investigations it will be necessary to undertake preliminary investigations which
will consist of the following:
1. Desktop review of the various environmental and technical studies to ensure
currency and relevance.
2. Broad review of the existing planning documentation (Draft Planning Strategy –
Ingleside Warriewood Urban Land Release) and development of a preliminary
planning strategy.
3. Assessment of the likely infrastructure requirements and costing (local and regional
infrastructure requirements)
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4. Completion of a suitably detailed economic appraisal taking into consideration the
realistic development capability the land and the likely development costs.
It is anticipated that the likely timeframe to complete the Preliminary Investigations would
be in the order of 12 - 16 months subject to the outcome and reporting of the scoping
report.
A brief program of works for this task could be as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Desktop review of studies (6-7 months)
Review of Planning Strategy (3-4 months)
Complete assessment of Infrastructure Costings (additional 2-3 months)
Complete economic appraisal (additional 1-2 month)

Resourcing / Costs
It will be necessary to construct a team focussed on project at this stage to progress
planning for the release area. The team will need to provide skills in project management,
planning, infrastructure delivery and community consultation. Much of the technical work
associated with reviewing studies etc would best be undertaken using specialist
consultants.
The cost of this stage could be in the order of $500,000 to $1,000,000 depending upon the
extent of the technical reviews.
Stage 3 - Detailed Planning Phase
Subject to the findings of the Preliminary Investigations, Council position and any formal
announcement of a Land Release in Ingleside by the State Government, it would be
necessary for Council to undertake a comprehensive planning strategy for the area. The
nature and extent of such planning would include but not be limited to the following:
1. Preparation of a current “Ingleside Planning Strategy” identifying the extent of land
suitable for urban development, suitable land uses (including land identified for
conservation) together with appropriate densities.
2. Detailed Section 94 Contributions plan based on combined infrastructure
provisioning strategies.
3. Specific DCP controls for the release area including a refined sector development
strategy based on the principles of the successful model used in Warriewood Valley.
4. Preparation of relevant technical specifications.
Given Council’s experience in the planning and now delivery of the Warriewood Land
Release area it would be unrealistic to expect that the detailed planning phase would take
less than 3 years. This period of time will be necessary to ensure




A carefully planned and sustainable development strategy.
Adequate coordination of development with infrastructure delivery (Section 94
Contributions Plan).
Thorough and effective community consultation
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Resourcing / Costs
It is anticipated that this stage will continue to rely upon a strong focussed team to deliver
the detailed planning for the release area. The team will require a broad range of
resources with a strong planning emphasis and external consultants / resources for
specialised technical work.
In terms of costs this team could cost in the order of $1,000,000 per annum to run.
Stage 4 – Development Implementation Phase
The orderly release of land and management of Council’s financial liability through the
implementation of its Infrastructure Provisioning Strategy (Section 94 Contributions Plan)
will require a significant commitment in terms of resources throughout the Development
Implementation phase.
The timing of this phase will be dependent upon many factors however; potential scope,
market conditions and economic viability of the release area will be of the greatest
significance. It is likely that the Implementation phase of the release would span two
decades.
The resourcing of the delivery phase can be accommodated in house with those costs
associated with the planning and delivery of infrastructure being recovered through the
Section 94 Contribution Plan.
5.0

Section 94 Contributions Plan
Regardless of the source and extent of funding required to carry out planning associated
with the Ingleside Land Release project it is essential that a Section 94 Contribution Plan
be prepared for the release area now. This would enable the recording of early planning
expenses to be recovered and refunded at a later date.
It is therefore recommended that a Contributions Plan be prepared based on the
Warriewood Valley Model and using similar rates and reported back to Council for the
purpose of exhibition as soon as possible.

6.0

Community Consultation
Throughout the original Ingleside Warriewood Land Release Planning Phase (early 1990’s)
Council had established a comprehensive community and stakeholder consultation
strategy. The success of this community and stakeholder consultation should be used as a
model to build upon should Council resolve to proceed with preliminary investigations as
requested by the Minster and ultimately the comprehensive planning phase for the Urban
Land release.
It is recommended that at the commencement of the preliminary planning phase (stage 2) a
specific communication strategy for this project should be prepared and reported to Council
for endorsement and implementation.

7.0

Representations by Landcom
Independent to the Ministers request Council has been approached by Landcom who have
requested that Council consider exploring partnership opportunities between the two
organisations. Discussions to date have consisted of an informal meeting between senior
staff of both Council and Landcom, a joint site inspection of the Ingleside area and a brief
presentation by Landcom to Councillors of the organisations business approach,
experience, capabilities and understanding of difficult Urban Development projects.
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Following the presentation Landcom have written to Council confirming the discussions and
expressing an interest in partnering with Council to optimise the resourcing of the project,
should it proceed, using the combined skills, experience and access to resources of both
organisations.
Whilst informal discussions with staff and Councillor’s as discussed above have taken place
no commitment has been made or detailed discussions regarding any future partnership
opportunities have been undertaken at this time.
It is noted that Landcom represent the government’s commercial interest in the land release
and this may result in a perceived conflict of interest. Council should however explore the
opportunities of partnering with Landcom given the significant benefits that may result.
8.0

Options available
There are three principle options available to Council in response to the Ministers request
these are:
A.

Do Nothing

B.

Proceed Alone

C.

Proceed in Partnership (Landcom)

The pros and cons of these options are detailed in attachment 2
9.0

Risks for Council
Notwithstanding the risks and opportunities outline elsewhere in this report Council should
be mindful of the possibility for the Release Project (Preliminary Investigations or Detailed
Planning Phase) to be set aside by the Government. As was the case in 1995 actors
beyond Council or the communities control could lead to the premature cessation of the
release processes.

10.0

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS
There are extensive financial implications to Council associated with the possible land
release area. These included but are not limited to the significant cost of resourcing such a
project over a long period, the significant risk associated with managing an infrastructure
plan possibly worth more that $200M together with the additional revenue from the rating of
new properties (countered by the costs to service same).

11.0

POLICY IMPLICATIONS
This project will have major policy implications in terms of the planning for a new release
area.

RECOMMENDATION
1.0

That staff write to The Hon Frank Sartor MP Minister for Planning and agree to the
Ministers request undertake preliminary investigations into the release of land in the
Ingleside area for the purposes of Urban development on the following basis:
1.1

1.2

That prior to proceeding with preliminary or detailed planning for a land release in
Ingleside Council will undertake a Scoping Report as detailed Section 4. of this
report to test the economic viability of the study area based on the current
constraints. The outcomes of the scoping report shall be provided to the
Government upon its compilation and reporting to Council.
The Minister confirms that the Department of Planning and Landcom will be
available to participate in the scoping exercise.
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1.3
1.4
1.5

That Council confirms it will not support a style of development where the built form
dominates the escarpment areas and ridge tops.
That Council would support an environmentally sustainable form of development
that complimented the values found elsewhere in the Council area.
That the Government confirm it’s commitment to the provision of regional
infrastructure associated with the proposed release area including the funding and
timing of same.

2.0

That the Minister be advised that the outputs including yields as set out in the original Draft
Planning Strategy – Ingleside Warriewood Urban Land Release document are not endorsed
by Council and that significant reduction to the yields contained in this document are likely
due to changes in study information available at this time of preparation.

3.0

That Landcom be thanked for the offer to investigate partnership opportunities in the
Planning of the possible land release and confirm its interest in exploring such formal
partnership arrangements subject to the findings of the scoping exercise. That any draft
partnership negotiated between Landcom and Council be reported to Council for its
consideration.

4.0

Representatives from both the Department of Planning and Landcom be invited to take part
in the preparation of the Preliminary Scoping Report.

5.0

A Section 94 Contributions plan be prepared in accordance with the relevant legislative
requirements for the purpose of capturing those costs incurred in the planning of the future
development of the Ingleside area and that this be reported to Council prior to public
exhibition at the earliest opportunity.

6.0

A working group with appropriate officers at the Department of Planning be established to
facilitate information sharing between the organisations.

7.0

Funding opportunities be investigated to assists with the cost of resourcing the preliminary
and detailed planning phases.

Report prepared by Nathan Huon - Project Manager (Land Release Projects)
Lindsay Dyce
MANAGER - PLANNING AND ASSESSMENT
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Attachment
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Attachment
Option 1 - Decline the Ministers Request
Positive / Opportunities
1. Minimal costs implication to Council for planning activities.

Negative / Risks
1. Possibility that the State Government impose a Development
Corporation or similar to take control of the Preliminary
Investigations and possible Land Release.
2. Possible significant financial implications for Council if land is
released without strong nexus between planning strategy and
infrastructure provisioning strategy (S94).
3. Less opportunity for community participation in planning processes.
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Option 2 – Agree to proceed Alone
Positive / Opportunities
1. Council to maintain full control of all preliminary planning activities.

Negative / Risks
1. Council to bear all costs and risks associated with planning costs
etc.

2. Ability to ensure effective community participation.
2. Risk that results of preliminary investigations are considered less
credible by State Government.
3. Whilst Council has demonstrated capabilities in planning land
release areas, Council has limited commercial experience in
terms of development feasibility and the complex market
conditions in the development industry.
4. The Ingleside area is significantly more complex than the
Warriewood Valley release area. The area is also more than 3
times the area of Warriewood Valley.
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Option 3 – Agree to proceed in Partnership (Landcom)

Positive / Opportunities

Negative / Risks

1. Council to maintain its role as authority responsible for planning decisions

1. Perception that Landcom may have a conflict of interest in being
involved in the preliminary planning process due to extensive
(about 1/3) state government ownership of potential release area
land.

2. Council maintains absolute ability to ensure effective community
participation
3. Extensive development expertise, available resources (people and
funding) and commercial knowledge offered by Landcom would be a
significant value addition to Council’s well respected release area
management ability and understanding of the local community and issues.

2. Council still to bear some costs and risks associated with
planning costs etc.

4. A Partnership with Landcom during the Preliminary Investigations would
add significant credibility to the outcomes of the preliminary investigations
as presented to the Minister for consideration prior to announcing any land
release areas.
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